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BBQtion – Outdoor kitchens by VILLAGE GARDEN for exclusive taste 

A way of life that has already been popular in Southern Europe for many years is gradually also catching on 
in Central and Northern Europe: outdoor living. People are spending more and more time in the open air and 
turning their garden or terrace into a central, feel-good haven for everyday life. In addition to the classic 
barbecue, the BBQtion outdoor kitchen also allows daily cooking to be moved outside. The mission of the 
East Westphalian family business Village Garden is to make absolute enjoyment an open-air experience. 

“We create the individual, dream kitchen that make the eyes of every barbecue enthusiast light up with its 
high level of aesthetics and perfection. With a clear design language and luxurious equipment that meets the 
highest quality standards, we focus on perfection,” emphasises Village Garden owner Dirk Rüter. 

BBQtion outdoor kitchens impress not only with their exclusive exterior, but they also have everything going 
for them on the inside: details such as the elaborately manufactured sink with retractable tap skilfully 
combine minimalist design with everyday practicality. The individual modules of the outdoor kitchen, which 
can be put together individually to form wall or island solutions, conceal more than they have on show. 
The soft-close function enables drawers to retract effortlessly, while plate holders, bottle holders and waste 
bin pull-outs are just as much a matter of course as compartments for gas bottles, cut-outs for ventilation and 
a sliding counter top for sociable gatherings. Barbecues in various sizes and with a variety of equipment 
are professionally integrated into the kitchen. Sink, side burners, gas hob and teppanyaki grill are just four of 
the further optional extras to meet every individual requirement. Fridge or freezer drawers offer 
sufficient space for all the delicacies needed for enjoyment on a plate or in a glass. The practical extending 
table creates additional work space instantly, while drawers and wooden cutlery inserts provide an extra-
large storage area. Thanks to their HPL finishes, the BBQtion modules are particularly resistant, easy to 
clean and highly durable. 

A special highlight are the ceramic finishes, which radiate understated elegance and quite naturally form 
a harmonious unit with their surroundings. 

Innovation is a tradition at VILLAGE GARDEN. A new addition to the portfolio is the high-tech ceramic 
worktop on which cooking can be done directly on the surface thanks to the integrated induction zones. The 
cooking and work areas thus blend together into an extraordinary design. It doesn’t get any clearer or more 
minimalist than this. 

BBQtion, the outdoor kitchen that leaves nothing to be desired – made in Germany – designed by VILLAGE 
GARDEN. 

www.bbqtion.com 
www.village-garden.de 
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